
Rain 
Instrumental 
 

Nam Gloria Satanas 
(verse 1) 
Drowning in this river 
I am filled with regret 
At all the things I could have been 
And all the things that I am not 
 
There are no demons whispering in my ear 
Only my own failures 
 
(chorus) 
With my eyes open, now I see 
The architect of my misery 
I am the source of all my pain 
And I have only myself to blame 
For my enemy is hidden to me 
For my adversary dwells inside of me 
I will search and find the key 
Open this iron door, and set myself free 
 
(interlude) 
Signum crucis  
Nam gloria Satanas 
 
(solo) 
 
(verse 2) 
Shattered by my apathy 
There will be no deliverance 
From this prison of life 
 
(chorus) 
With my eyes open, now I see 
The architect of my misery 
I am the source of all my pain 



And I have only myself to blame 
For my enemy is hidden to me 
For my adversary dwells inside of me 
I will search and find the key 
Open this iron door, and set myself free 
 
(bridge) 
This is a hound that I can't outrun  
In this purgatory without a sun 
A haze ephemeral yet so real 
Bringing death to all that I feel  
A knife that cuts without a blade 
That ruins all that I've made 
The only devil that I've found  
Is in my head not underground  
The only god that I hail! 
 
(verse 3) 
There are no demons whispering in my ear 
Only my own failures 
 
(outro) 
Glory unto the demon within 
Regret its name, the insidious sin 
Horrors untold lie at its feet 
Death of the soul, its prize to reap  
Glory unto the demon within 
Regret its name, the insidious sin 
Horrors untold lie at its feet 
Death of the soul, its prize to reap 
 

Sacred 
(verse 1) 
As my bones rot away in my tomb 
They return to the earth and soil 
And I return to nothing 
To what we all were 
Before we were granted 



The gift of life 
Before we had eyes to see 
Or lungs to breathe 
Before we were man 
Before we were woman 
Before we ravaged this world  
With our industrial greed 
 
(Chorus) 
This world is sacred 
And all within it loved 
Life is a gift 
And it is filled with light 
And as the sun births shadows 
So too from life will come death 
And only from death can we be reborn  
 
(verse 2) 
From the ashes of my corpse 
New life begins to spring 
From the winter of my death 
Follows the summer of life 
And as new life wakes 
I am reborn 
Into new flesh 
Into a new form 
I am no longer human 
Now I am so much more 
I will live on for eons 
Without limbs I will soar 
 
(Chorus) 
This world is sacred 
And all within it loved 
Life is a gift 
And it is filled with light 
And as the sun births shadows 
So too from life will come death 
And only from death can we be reborn  
 
(Bridge) 
Where have my memories gone? 
Will what I was live on? 



Or will I be shaped anew? 
The cycle of life and death - my one universal truth 
 
(Verse 3) 
The earth has drunk my blood 
And fed on my body 
And I have become immortal 
Become eternal 
I have no eyes but I see 
No lungs but I breathe 
No form but I feel 
No wings but I fly 
Fly into the sun 
Into the silver moon 
I embrace this light 
This reshaping of my being  
 
(chorus) 
This world is sacred 
And all within it loved 
Life is a gift 
And it is filled with light 
And as the sun births shadows 
So too from life will come death 
And only from death can we be reborn  
 

Altar of Scars 
(verse 1) 
Chained to the posts of life 
Wrists bloody and raw from the shackles  
Covered in infected welts 
From so many hopeless battles  
Look at the muddy ground  
Watered with tears and with blood  
Or look up at the sky 
Absent a cleansing flood  
So welcome the whips 
And praise the lash 
Save yourself with quips 
As you feast on ash 



 
(prechorus 1) 
Ashes of who you used to be  
Ashes of what you could become  
Ashes fall  
 
(verse 2) 
Now climb the rungs of the social ladder 
And watch your step, don't trip or falter 
Throw yourself into what you choose to do 
and don't admit what you've turned into  
Now wade through these umbral tides of blood 
Or be washed away in this economic flood 
How much more do you think you can take? 
How long will it be until you finally break? 
Under the stress of mundane life 
Oh turn to nothingness for just a little light 
In this house of ghosts not absent of life 
But empty of hope 
 
(chorus 1) 
Ascend the steps 
And deny what you see 
Pretend not to regret 
As inside you seethe 
Shut your ears against the noise  
Of this baleful decree 
You are a slave 
And you will always be  
Chained to the altar of scars 
Bleed now unto me 
Repent all that you are 
And suffer with glee 
One with the altar of scars 
Only now can you see 
You will always be a slave 
And you'll never be free 
 
(verse 2) 
Live within this gilded cage 
Rotten with rust and deny your rage 
It's not how we thought it would be  
But all we have is this grey reality 



Absent of hope, absent of dread 
Trapped within your understimulated head 
Look for meaning in everything  
But the only meaning is to keep on living 
So close your eyes 
Be led as the blind 
Sight is a curse trapped inside your mind 
The one refuge you have 
Is not made of stone 
Nor wood or of glass  
But of flesh and bone 
 
(prechorus 2) 
This prepackaged life 
This over-prescribed death 
 
(chorus 2) 
Ascend the steps 
And deny what you see 
Pretend not to regret 
As inside you seethe 
Shut your ears against the noise  
Of this baleful decree 
You are a slave 
And you will always be  
Chained to the altar of scars 
Bleed now unto me 
Repent all that you are 
And suffer with glee 
One with the altar of scars 
Only now can you see 
You will always be a slave 
And you'll never be free 
 
(bridge 1) 
Golden eyes 
Silver tongue 
Promising lies 
Inhuman scum 
Golden eyes 
Silver tongue 
Promising lies 
Cut out their tongues 



 
(Bridge 2) 
We are but cattle stampeding to slaughter 
We are the snake eating its own tail 
We are the wound and the pain that comes after 
We are the one legged man pursuing the whale  
 
(chorus 3) 
Ascend the steps 
And deny what you see 
Pretend not to regret 
As inside you seethe 
Shut your ears against the noise  
Of this baleful decree 
You are a slave 
And you'll never be free 
Embrace the altar of scars 
You don't have to bleed 
Accept all that you are 
And set yourself free 
One with the altar of scars 
Finally now you can see 
You are more than what you are 
Set yourself free 
 
(outro) 
Golden eyes 
Silver tongue 
Promising lies 
Inhuman scum 
Cold, dead eyes 
Silver tongue 
Promising lies 
Cut out their fucking tongues 

Forward Unto Death 
(verse 1) 
The frost recedes with the sun 
And the spring lives again  
The worst is yet to come  
Nearing the end of our reign 



In this world of water 
Poisoned with plastic  
The limits of our home are shattered 
And our last words are sarcastic  
 
(prechorus 1) 
I grieve not for man 
But for that which we have destroyed  
I grieve for all that will die, and all who will suffer  
This dead husk  
Our blue dot in a sea of mist 
Once vibrant and green, now riven and black  
 
(chorus) 
This is our reckoning  
Hear the song and sing 
Dancing in the flames 
An eternal stain 
There will be none left 
Of life Earth bereft 
Nearing the last crest  
Onwards to our death 
 
(verse 2) 
We go about our daily lives  
And distract ourselves  
We know we won't survive  
Hearing the toll of the bells 
As the smoke fills our lungs 
And the smog blights the air  
We can feel our bodies expire 
And we don't care 
 
(prechorus 2) 
So many species  
Now extinct and gone 
All for the pleasure of apes 
Overly evolved and entitled  
The trees stripped of their leaves 
Down to the earthen bone 
The glaciers of the world  
Melt and will reclaim us 
 



(chorus)  
This is our reckoning  
Hear the song and sing 
Dancing in the flames 
An eternal stain 
There will be none left 
Of life Earth bereft 
Nearing the last crest  
Onwards to our death 
A course we can't change  
We'll all die the same  
Life traded for gold 
Our souls long were sold 
Forward step by step  
There is nowhere left 
Passed this final crest 
Forward unto death  
 

Deluge 
(intro) 
The gates to heaven lie open 
And its holy halls are full of deafening, silent emptiness 
Hell is nothing more than an empty crater in the hollow heart of the Earth  
I will speak this blasphemy without fear 
There is no divine reward for Allah's faithful; no virgins waiting 
The sons of David are not chosen 
And there shall be no reincarnation, no samsara 
I speak this blasphemy without fear 
 
(Verse 1) 
I have reached out to faith and grasped at nothing 
I have reached out in depression hoping for something 
All that I found came from within me 
There was no saviour, I set myself free 
 
I stand in your house and receive your message but it finds no purchase on my heathen’s soul 
All-loving tyrant, almighty impotent, I refuse to submit myself to your control 
There is nothing beyond this life, I cast off salvation’s chains 
I name you deceiver  
(My mind is clear) 



I will not bow to your lies 
(My will is strong) 
Or kneel at your altar 
(My eyes are open) 
I will not close my eyes 
(You are wrong) 
Or hide from this disgusting reality 
 
(prechorus 1) 
And be led by this absent father 
Into these gates of nothing  
I will not defile myself with faith 
Thy name is unhallowed 
 
(Chorus) 
The rain falls down and it threatens to drown me 
But in this deluge I have learned how to swim 
Inner strength keeps my head above the water 
I will not drown, I will not falter 
 
(Bridge 1) 
I will live for myself 
And for no other 
No deity in heaven 
Can cure my sorrow 
Only what I have found 
On this lonely earth 
 
(Verse 2) 
With hands outstretched I have grasped at the sun 
But all I could reach was the arms of someone else 
All that I found lay in another 
They were my saviour, no deity 
 
I embrace this silent afterlife, quiet of holy white noise 
I watch this burning earth that faith has destroyed 
I reject this benevolent tyranny  
I will burn in the fires of freedom  
A shield 
(For the weak) 
A mask 
(For the wicked) 
Succor 



(For the lost)  
A plague 
(For the other)  
 
(breakdown) 
The last death of religion is not apocalypse  
It shall be irrelevance  
And independence  
 
(post-breakdown) 
I will not bow to your lies 
Or kneel at your altar 
Or reject my own truth 
 
(prechorus 2) 
And be led by this absent father 
Into these gates of nothing  
I will not defile myself with faith 
This earth is unhallowed 
 
(chorus) 
The rain falls down and it threatens to drown me 
But in this deluge I have learned how to swim 
Inner strength keeps me above the water 
I will not drown, I will not falter 
 
(bridge 2) 
No matter what stands in my way 
I will not fall here on this shadowed grey day 
I will ignite the fire inside my heart 
And cast this flame out into the dark 
Set this monotonous world alight 
Expose what lies beneath to my sight 
Look now upon this bonfire so bright 
Burning and raging with all of life's might 
 
There is no need for gods in this realm of the lost 
We’ve already killed them, and there was no cost  
I don't need another to tell me how to live  
These attempts at control are what I can't forgive  
Have the courage to use your own reason  
And weather the storm, no matter the season  
One day all will answer death's empty call 



Our kingdoms and dogma, all of it falls 
 
(outro) 
I will not be swept away by this water, or cast into this blue ocean 
I will live, I will breathe, and I will thrive 
 
 


